
 
Categories and functorsbetweenthem assemble into a category Cat
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Anaturaltransformation E D is a naturalisomorphising if VCEE themorphism Fc Gc in D is an isomorphism
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If DeGpd Cat every nettrans tatu fairsto D is a hat so
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so Gape has left rightinverses so it's an iso so Far is an iso by twooutofthree To see that F
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It's easytosee that thisdefines a functor DE E Cie that it respect composition and thatthe
iso's d Fed FGddeo define a natiso ido EFG To conclude we must construct a hat so
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EX Theequivalence 1327 Tst has an inverseequivalencedefined as follows send every object
of Tst to c1327 and send any p q to the morphism m s for any lift in
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